
Advertising
Design Guidelines



Use of Logo



The advertiser’s logo cannot be larger than skroutz logo.
As a general rule we follow these measurements in our adaptations.

60% of width

DemoLogo

110% of height

If the advertiser’s logo doesn’t have any of the characteristics above, we make sure that it is adapted in the best way possible, ensuring that it’s size 
does not exceed 70% of skroutz logo.

Use of Logo

Demo
Logo



Use of Typography



We always use Proxima Nova font,
with an exception only if the advertiser has a specific font with strict guidelines.

In this case, the font is provided along with the open design materials.

P r ox i m a  N o v a  
Re g u l a r

P r ox i m a  N o v a  
B o l d

Proxima Nova 
Medium

Font weights used:

Font size used is noted in each following case.

Use of Typography



Homepage Sponsorship



Desktop

Title 22px bold 22px bold

18px medium 18px medium 14px regular

16px bold

Subtitle

Tablet Mobile

Homepage Sponsorship

**Homepage Bottom Banners do not include a CTA button as the whole ad 
area is clickable.

*Distance between Title and Subtitle is 8px.

Font sizes



Homepage Bottom Banner



Desktop

Title 22px bold 22px bold

18px medium 18px medium 14px regular

16px bold

Subtitle

Tablet Mobile

Ho.Bo.Ba Sponsorship

Font Sizes

**Homepage Bottom Banners do not include a CTA button as the whole ad 
area is clickable.

*Distance between Title and Subtitle is 8px.



Category Sponsorship
Simple



**Final font size depends on the amount of ad copy used in the creative.
*Distance between Title and Subtitle is 8px

Category Sponsorship Simple

Desktop

Title 16px bold 16px bold

14px medium 14px medium 12px-14px regular

12px-14px medium

Subtitle

Tablet Mobile

Font Sizes



Category Sponsorship Simple

DesktopMobile*

t

Buttons

The whole ad copy is used a clickable element, 
accompanied by the arrow button at the end to 
be clear to the user.

The button is comprised of a 30x30px circle with 
an arrow that is placed next to the ad copy.



Category Sponsorship
Colapsed with Expand



Category Sponsorship Colapsed with Expand

*Final font size depends on the amount of ad copy used in the creative.
**Distance between Title and Subtitle is 8px

In the expand version we can use Font sizes and weights more freely due to the fact that 
the user has chosen to see more info about the sponsorship. Font sizes used are 12, 13, 
14, 16, 18px that are chosen based on the total amount of titles, subtitles and 
accompanying copies.

Desktop

Title 16px bold 16px bold

14px medium 14px medium 12px-14px regular

12px-14px medium

Subtitle

Tablet Mobile

Expand

Collapsed

Font Sizes



Mobile*

!"# $%&'() *+% mobile ,-.+%&/0-) 1,% +% 
The whole ad copy is used a clickable 
element, accompanied by the arrow 
button at the end to be clear to the user.

t

Buttons

*Mobile viewports do not feature expansion.

The button is comprised of a 30x30px circle with 
an arrow that is placed next to the ad copy.
The arrow is oriented facing down to inform the 
user that more information is available.

Category Sponsorship Colapsed with Expand

Desktop
Open



Radius 4px
Height 34px
Font Size 14px
Paddings left right 16px

!"#$ %$&'(()*$&+ !"# "$%

&'()*+,

This secondary button signals the collapse 
action. Its color is determined by the background 
of the sponsorship in a darker or lighter variant.

Category Sponsorship Colapsed with Expand

Desktop Desktop
Close Learn more

16px34px 34px16px 16px16px



Image Specs



We require clear and high resolution images that are designed in double-size so that they are clear in retina displays and devices.

Example:
The left image below is the final design shown to the user. To achieve this clarity we need the product photo in double-size (as 
shown in the 2x version at the right).

x1 x2

Image Specs

Image Specs



The end.


